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1. What is your teaching program like? Do you do
one-shots, or another type of instruction?

One-shots with a handful of embedded

Mainly one shots and workshops; I am in archives, and we often co-teach with the
research librarians; we would like to run a certificate program for grad students learning
to teach with primary sources

Primarily One-shots (occasional asynchronous Libguide course or immersion day for
doctoral programs)

One shots but we want to expand. Currently exploring how to start embedded
librarianship

One-shots, but we are wanting to offer workshops and one day a 1 credit class

We do it all! One-shots for College Success Courses, integrated information literacy
instruction (tied to an assignment), embedded librarians, and we partner with faculty to
require research appointments for their students

90% one-shots (including embedded librarianship), 10% workshops/videos/other

Mostly one-shots

Mostly one shots, but also some two/three sessions and do some embedded.

One shots, but are piloting a credit- bearing course.

One shots in the Zoom classes.  I made a few videos, but the faculty then asked for
in-class one shots the next semester.

https://bit.ly/2REppEr


We are primarily one-shots; I teach a C/NC micro course on Data Visualization which is
open to any student interested in the topic. It meets 7 times during a 3 week period.

A little bit of everything! One-shots, credit bearing, and point-of-need.

Both.  I have been able to move some faculty members to multiple sessions of library
instruction and now they say why didn’t we do this before!

One shot mainly.

Primarily one-shots, increasing numbers of embedded librarians especially for
asynchronous classes. Supply instructional materials as requested.

One shots in courses; one shots for resident lectures in the hospital; drop-in workshops
that anyone can attend

Mostly on

e-shots

Mostly one-shots, but sometimes I visit twice a semester

The university’s mandatory first-year class has a series of sessions (about three);
liaisons typically try to get one or two sessions with their programs, especially ones that
are research-intensive

My liaison program (graduate) is entirely online and largely seven-week courses, so
much of my interaction with students is asynchronous; the intro course does have a
single 75 to 90 minute session

Only one-shots
I feel lucky just to get a one-shot!  I have to work hard to get into classes.

Research consultations

We do one-shots both in-person and virtually. We also have an introduction-to-college
type course in which we have videos, followed up with an in -person meeting.



A couple of one-shots; mostly a series of workshops offered at times for students to sign
up on Zoom with an after-workshop assignment sent to the instructors for possible
credit

Mostly one-shots with some asynchronous videos, required reference consultations,
embedded librarianship, workshops, and a credit course

Mostly one shots with a HUM 200 module that is 2 sessions

One shots -- sometimes I get repeat business to do one shot on a second assignment
for the same class.

2. How did your library / instruction program deliver
instruction during remote learning?

Synchronous and asynchronous instruction via virtual library sessions (three different
platforms) and videos including YouTube playlists

Workshops on citation management software

We use WebEx to provide instruction remotely.

Used Zoom to schedule workshops T W Th at 3:30, 5:00, 6:30 every week; pretty well
attended because students got credit from whatever instructor they chose -- only one
instructor credit per workshop session for each student -- extra work for me to keep
track and email after-workshop assignments to students and attendance to specific
instructors

We used zoom, some were recorded and posted to website

Zoom, Screencast-o-Matic to make videos, made mini-videos sent individually to
students on range from use Word ie footnotes to accessing sources in the catalog, a lot
of one-on-one consults, done both synchronous/asynchronous, talked with students in
“Ask a Librarian” discussion forums when embedded in classes. Fall 2020 embedded in
44 classes and was exhausted afterwards.

Mainly synchronous with zoom, but did asynchronous as well

All synchronous via Zoom



Synchronous and asynchronous

Mostly Zoom

Zoom one-shots, through tutorials, videos with q&a time in class, embedded,
one-on-one virtual and in person (distanced)

Instruction was delivered via teams and zoom, reordings

I was embedded in the LMS and made a tutorial to introduce students to course
material before coming in to teach synchronously via Teams. It was even more
successful than in-person!

Sync and asyn (via Canvas), depending on the course

Sync and asynch classes via zoom and canvas. Created instructional videos. This past
spring we started doing webinars and they were liked by faculty but had low student
attendance. Some faculty offered extra credit to students for attending

We taught through Zoom or through our LMS, D2L, sync and asyn..

I designed videos with OBS (screen capture software) that walked students through the
database process - how to access, how to use, what kinds of resources were available.
Then I edited them in Adobe Premier to add URLs, circle/highlight areas of concern.
These videos could be uploaded to instructors’ Canvas sites.

Mostly Zoom. We didn’t really have many videos prior to Covid, but created some short
“Info Lit Bits” (3 minute ish videos) ready to embed in our LMS

Zoom, Google Meet, Slide shows created for classes, consults (1on1)

Live Zoom sessions, recordings at faculty request

Zoom, some D2L built in video conferencing, some Teams; increasing use of Zoom
video conferencing

One shots, 1/1 consults, department orientations, research guides

Zoom synchronous instruction one-shots; we also recorded some short video tutorials

We had webinars--but like yours, ours were very poorly attended.



Mostly synchronous zoom sessions, but also created some videos that were embedded
in our LMS. Some of my teaching was over zoom, but a hybrid class - so some were in
their physical classroom and some were with me in zoom.

Did a lot of virtual zoom/teams sessions but also did f2f in the fall and spring with masks
and social distancing. Overall numbers were down :(

Camtasia videos in YouTube and online synchronous sessions.

We record short videos that teachers could mix and match according to their needs. +1
We also used zoom sometimes.
We still did in person classes for the few classes that were on campus.

We used our digital badges but also we had some one-shots and we experimented with
hosting workshops with writing consultants.

3. What are some challenges that you had while doing
library instruction during the pandemic?

In person, mask wearing was hit or miss, feeling unsafe as instructor going into rooms
with “socially distanced” students

Lack of faculty reaching out for instruction +1

Shifting student expectations: prefer hands-off lecture and they didn’t want to do active
learning (even in zoom/breakouts/padlets)

Engagement. Couldn’t do crowd banter! Harder to ask people for example topics.

Zoom fatigue! Keeping students engaged.

Students overwhelmed on multiple levels

Learning the technology and making the session interesting and relevant.

Student ENGAGEMENT and fatigue in general! Zoom fatigue! Keeping it exciting. Lack
of communication w/ faculty, students, & administration, keeping instruction original, lack
of access to the library and sources, still learning the catalog/campus resources (as new
to job at the beginning of COVID), frustration of faculty not learning Zoom and they were



host,

Lack of student engagement

Technology - my own lack of knowledge about canvas because i hadn’t had to use it -
like uploading our new online modules

Technology issues

Student engagement, instructor communication, trying to teach on a small laptop,
overall burnout *gestures broadly at panini*

Reduced student participation

Student engagement was definitely a problem, however, I think it was also dependent
on the instructor’s expectations.  I had some great sessions when a flipped assignment
was required and faculty expected students to participate.

Faculty fatigue due to survival mode. While we were able to teach online (and a few in
person) our numbers were significantly lower than normal. Also, our ‘Orientation Class’
sessions dropped by 80% (we used videos to reach those students)

Faculty didn’t feel comfortable enough with technology to invite library instructors in.

Going into class instructor’s physical or Zoom classroom rather than having our own
control over the teaching space (we couldn’t use our usual library labs due to capacity
limitations during COVID)

Missed being able to interact in person with students. Hard to get students to respond
to questions, especially because I couldn’t see everyone at the same time. (So true…
thank you for contributing this!)

Lack of engagement

Professors sending the wrong Zoom link

Not having as much control of the zoom space if the professor is the host. Having to ask
for additional things from them to get set up the way you need.

Classes that were hybrid were difficult to teach - me on zoom, half students in zoom,
half in the classroom. It was a mess.+1+1+1+1



4. Have you ever tried something like this? What
takeaways would you share?

We did 3 this past spring 3-part of Wordy Wednesday 4 students came in total (using
Word) and about 11 came with no students just faculty & staff (using HeritageQuest).
Planned Library Bootcamp 3-part for the fall (in-person) geared towards students who
don’t get one-shots. Registration in GoogleForms for links, worked well. Put recordings
onto a LibGuide.

Graduate students have been more likely to attend than UG

Naming: students and librarians have different ideas of the word “workshop”

I’ve done workshops, but never as 30 minute webinar sessions. All of ours were in
person and very poorly attended if attended at all.

We do not organize workshops at our library on a regular basis.  There is a perception
among the librarians that students will not attend.

We have started doing 3 different workshops which had MUCH BETTER attendance
virtually: teaching with primary sources (meant for faculty, offered at the beginning and
right before the semester), history of the school in pictures offered monthly, and in-depth
researching in the archives offered once or twice a semester.  The AUL for research
and instruction helped us promote it with their team and faculty

We have done some workshops, our best attended events were when faculty required
or strongly encouraged students in their courses to attend.

Also when it was focused on a specific task and at the point of need: we have a poster
presentation day in spring and we host drop in workshops with tips for poster research
and when we timed it literally several days before we had high attendance (several
weeks before, not so much)

I don’t do workshops, but one of my colleagues does, and she said attendance is low.
She records so students can go back and watch.  I primarily teach grad students, so
their needs are pretty clear...they need to access research articles in more narrow
subjects than an English 101 type one shot.  I try to get the students in their first year to
prepare them for the rest of their time.  If I can get them into research consultations from
the one shot, I think it’s a great success.



Faculty buy-in is crucial. As someone else mentioned, when faculty requires
attendance, the students come.

Our drop in workshop series exploded (good) when we went virtual only-- ended up
adding twice the amount of workshops throughout this entire year. Great attendance.
(for health sciences students, faculty, staff -- they are used to online lectures/sessions!)

We do 30-minute webinars and rely on faculty to promote them to their students via
course announcements and/or email. Some are offered in a series, and some are
stand-alone webinars. Attendance really depends on faculty promotion and topic being
discussed.

Absolutely love this!  Will continue the Zoom sessions. Was able to touch students from
all over, not just my home campus.  Also all the instructors. Looking forward to
developing new workshops -- possibly shorter.

Surprisingly, biology faculty were our biggest cheerleaders for our workshops -- they
really cared about research and writing.

Do people have a badging system or way students earn something to prove they came
to workshops?


